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HEN footsteps grow feeble, and hair

thin and gray,
Wh en friends say ''forever farewell,"
When lonely and aged we thin{of the day
cJ!nd the school that "we all love so wef/_
The school where we gloried in all youth's
bright joys,

We' 11recall with pride and a lingering smile,
cJ!nd our thoughts will go bac{ to the dear girlr
and boys,
cJ!nd we' II liv e those old daysfor a while.
We' II live o'er again, as our eyes dim with tears
Those days passed in old (arbon High T he joys and the sorrows now passed with the
years,
cJ!nd the memory of the days long gone by.
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he may know

in part how much we have
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friend and principal
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G.

J. REEVES,
I NDIANA

STATE

UN I VERSITY

A.B ., A.M.
NO RM AL SC HOOi.
OF W I SCONSIN

Principal; Hi story , Latin
Snak e stori es
to resurrec tion .
N : T o bring Carbon
ADMIREDFOR: Squar e dealing
H OBBY:

AMBITIO

J. R. HIGGINS
BRlGHAM

YOUNG

UNIVERS IT Y

MARIE
BRIGHAM

COLLETT,
YOUNG

A.B.

UN IV ERSITY

Hom e Economics
D1vERSION: Banqu ets
AMBITION:T o ha ve a good time
BANE OF LJF E: Fo lks wanting to eat

VIOLET

RUBEN,

A.B.

UN I VERS ITY OF UT AH

Mathematics

Physical Education, English

TE ACHES: Arithmet ic
DOMIN EERS : Furnace
ADMIRED FOR: Quiet manner

FAVORITETOPIC: Juliu s Cresar
Honnv: Aesthetic danc ing
ADMIREDFOR: Smiling

___________
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J. A.

HENDRICK

UTAH

ACRJCU LT URAL

SARAH

S) B.S .

HENAGER'S

Commercial Subjects
\VoRRY: Students

who can't understand
mercial
V 1s1Ts: Prize fights
ADMIRED FOR: Pluck

BRIGHAM

Com•

UNJVERS

UTA H

COLtEGE

AovtcE: "Get down to business"

Hoss v: Dishwashing
ADMIRED FOR: Being a good sport

ZELLA

FAUSETT)

UNJVERS

ITY OF UTAH

YOUNG

OF

BUSINESS

Shorthand and Typewriting

S. A. 0LSO
UNIVERS

MALLANEY

UN IV ERSITY

COLLEGE

JTY

A.B.

TTY OF UTAH

Oral Expression) English

Art) Junior High

CHIEF NovELTY: Diamond ring
Bus1NESS: To banish stage fright
ADMIRED BY: Everyone

OccuPATION: Flowers
DREAM S: Jun ior Prom
SHADOWS: Hughie and Dr ew ie
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ANDERSON,

BRJ G H AM YOUNG

A.B.

UN I VERSIT\

.

English, ]unior High
LO NGS FOR :

A home

T ALKSABOUT : B.Y.U .
G1vEs: Advice to Carbon Staff

DOROTHY
UNIVERSITY

CLARK,

A.B .

OF WISCONSIN

Modern Languages, English
Size
Hosn v : French
DREAM S or: Next sum mer
D1 sT 1NCT FEATURE:

A . F . LosEE, A .B.
UNIVERSITY

01-~ UTAH

History, English
CHIEF WORRY: Seventh period st udy ha ll
D1vERSION: Finding a friend
ADMIRED

FOR:

Quiet derneanor

R. W . McMuLLIN, B.S.
UTA H AG R I CULTURAL

COLLEGE

Mathematics
Hosey:

\.Yriting insuran ce

DR EAMSor : Nephi
CHIEF WORRY:Spelling pape rs

_

~

""'THE CARBON~

J. E . PALMER,
UN1VERS1TY

A .B.

GLENN

OF UTAH

BR IGHAM

Science
AMBITION:

SIMMONS
YOUNC

UN l VERS l T\"

Coach, Mathematics

To make Science penetrate ivory
H OBBY: Seriousness
ADMIRED
FOR: Everyt hing

A. M.

HOBB Y:

Coaching basketball

--~I VERSJON ...: Geomet,~}' exam~,
[• AVORITE EPITHET:
Daddy

F E RG

o , •.\ .B., :\.M .

UN IV ERS ITY OF SASKATCHEWAN

UN IV ERSITY

OF COLORADO

English
To "see the point" of things English students laugh about
P ers istence and system
ADMIRED
FOR: Tnterest in students

AMBITION:
A

A. L.
BRIGHAM

SET :

WooDW
YOUNG

FRED

A RD

UN IV ERS ITY

1LLlN01S

D1 vERS IO N:
\V ORRY:

NORMAL

B.Ed.
UN IVER SITY

Manual Arts

Music
"To ape the monkey"
T o put "pep" into assemb ly music
H OBBY : Swedish jokes

HARTIN,
STATE

" Dad" Hartin
ow yo u st ude nts ought to get behind
this.
JN LrrE:
T o be called a " Jud ge"
NtCKNAM>::

ADV I CE:"
AIM

1
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MACK

OLSON

"Oh, he sits well in all the people's hearts. "
-

HELEN

SHAKESPEARE

MACKNIGHT

"Her voice was ever soft, gentle and low,
An excellent thing in woman."
-S

ELIZABETH

HAKESPEARE.

HAMEL

"She was as good as she was fair ."

CLAUDE

BROOKS

"A coming light in the commercial world.
~.uick at figures, especially those of pretty stenographers."

.

_________

___;~:___:T:..::H~E=--::C~A~R~BO~N=--~-=-----------'~

CHESLEY

G u r oERSON

"He is a soldier fit to stand by Ccl'Sar
/ind give directions."
-

ELLEN

SHAKESPEARE.

COWLEY

"He is a fool who thinks by.force or skill
T o turn the current of a woman's will."
-

GERTR

TUKE.

U ! E FR ANDSEN

" H er glossy hair is clustered o'er her brow
Bright with intellig ence, and/air and smooth."

LY~IA

KO FFORD

"In arguin:; too, the parson owned his skill,
For e'en tho van 11tished,
H e could arg1te still.
-

GOLDS

11TH.
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HIXSON

MONROE

"Blessed are they who have tlte gift of making
- HUGHES
friends."

CLARISSA

J ONES

"Boi·n fo1- success, she seemed,
TJ/ith grace to win, with heart to hold."
-

L ILLIAN

JOHNSTUN

"Sweet, gentle and serene."
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Senior Class History
CHAPTERONE
N SEPTEMBER,1915, a mob-like crowd of
boys and girls were admitted into the
High School building. We were kn own as
the Junior High. Throughout
the school
year we were like a flock of sheep and created
so much disturbance that Principal Gubler
was forced to deprive us of many of our
privileges. \Ve were, however, admitted to
the gymnasium and swimming pool three
times a week, but for our classes we had to
remain in one room, our in st ructors changing
rooms instead of us. Thus were our seventh
and eighth grade years passed.

JI

~

CHAPTERTWO
IT IS an old adage that Freshmen are green.
This was proved untrue in regard to the
Freshmen who had served time ( two years)
in the Junior High as plain "nuts". From
then on our class rivaled any in the school.
With Mr. A. Burgener as our class advisor,
we made the other classes take a "back
seat".
The old figures "21" are still on the
cliffs. We put them there in our Freshman
year, and no one has dared to remove them
- nay, one class did try, and a good ha zing
was their punishment . "Them
waz th'

good ole days!" Oh! for the "wie nie"
roasts we enjoyed! the picnics! the banquets!
Our treasury was always full. No one will
ever forget that yea r. It is dear to our memory. Our class program is the longest remembered of any. Other talent was there,
and well selected in every sense. The best
songs were "Long Boy", and "You'd Better
Get Married or Di e an Old Maid".
~

CHAPTERTHREE
IN OUR Sophomore year we had everyt hin g
coming our way. We had picnics, "wienie"
roasts, banquets, etc. 'Ne even tried the
faculty's love for us by skipping away into
the hills instead of attending clas s. In the
flag rush we won. In numerous others, we
won. "Be there with the goods" was our
motto, and we lived up to it, even in regard
to our treasury.
CHAPTERFOUR
THAT w AS the year of all years! Then was
the time we showed what we were made of!
In debating, athletics, dancing and dramatics, our class members took first pl ace.
In decorating - ask those who attended our
Junior Prom. We violated the old custom
of holding it in the High School gymnasium,

_________
·~~--------~_T..::...c:..;:H=E:_:::C.::....;A=R=B:....:O:....:N:....c-~..,;.._,

and establ ished t he new precedent of hold ing it in the City Pavilion. "T he largest
and best Promenade eve r given in the hi story of the school" was the title given our
Prom. Th e Class of '20 made absolutely no
co mplaints of the banquet we gave them.
tP..>
CHAPTER

FIVE

WE COMMENCED our Senior yea r with joy
and sorrow in our hearts - joy because of
the approaching graduation, and our advent

into the fields of larger oppo rtuniti es; sorrow
because of our final departure from the old
familiar halls of our beloved Alma Mater.
Only weet memories will remain with us.
Now, as we descend for the last time the
steps which so many years we hav e so often
climb ed, with our dip lomas in our possession, we turn for one last look at dear old
Carbon High . With a wistful sigh we turn
away, and the words of a great poet come to
our mind:

"All was ended now, the hope, and the fear, and the soi-row;
/Ill the aching (!,f heart, the restless, unsatis.fied longing
All the dull, deep pain, and the constant anguish of patie11ce- "
/Ind with him we echo, as we press the p1·ized parchment to our bosom,
And meekly bow our heads in silence, "Good Fortune, we thank Thee.''

Class Will
our egotism we bestow,
THE FRESH~IEN
(Out of it, like us, thev'll S(l111f' day grow!)
To THE SOPHOMORES om· j ealousy we leave,
(Tlie leaving it behind does not make us
grieve!)
our histoiy
J UNIORS
THE SUFFERING
UPON
we bequeath,
(kfay it win for them an honored lam·elwreatli!)
To THE FACULTY we glad(v leave our groans,
(They did their best in trying to fill our
ivory domes!)
UPON
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Senior Class Prophecy
As told by
CLASS

ADVISOR

SIMMONS

tered the building Sitting by the typewriter
was Lillian Johnstun ! We h ad a pleasant,
friendly chat, and my letter was written
pot,
and lost my senses . The next thing I knew free of charge When I stepped onto the
I was in the hospital, a trained nurse tel- sidewalk a newsboy shouted: "Hixso n at
ling me that the hod-carrier wished to offer the Empress to-night!" I bought a paper and
apologies, and was waiting in the hall. Im- read the surprising news Hixson! a dramatic
whirl! Surely not the M H from my old
agine the nurse to be Gertrude Frandsen,
and the poor misguided hod-carrier to be Senior class! It was hard to believe, and as
Reid Harmon Both were succeeding nicely. later my eyes strayed over the editorial
page I saw in a conspicuous corner the name
That afternoon the doctor came in. I stared
closely.
so
Olsen
"Clarissa Jones, Editor", and this was the
at him; he resembled Mack
he
that
York Times!
said
New
and
He dressed the wound,
evening I called on both of them .
That
Mack!
was
It
knew me.
When I was returning to my hotel, after a
I was glad when I was released, I wanted
to continue my journey. I went to Chicago delightful visit with the se old acquaintances,
a large electric sign loon-:ed high above the
next. On my first afternoon there, I stopped
at the Paradise Hotel; I saw in a corner of others : "Brooks Furniture Co." I entered
the lobby, a manicurist. I needed her ser- the building and Claude Brooks shouted:
vice, so I went over. A pretty face, and fa_ "Hello, Simmons!"
I told him of the many surprises I had
miliar ! Soon the "ice" was broken and Miss
Elizabeth .Hamel and I went to a cabaret . had on my journey, but he only laughed,
The very first woman my eyes met was and showed me an advertisement of a promEllen Cowley. She told me that she was a inent Lyceum course . The star was Helen
leading entertainer there! She could dance Mac Knight! It was scheduled for that same
the "bunnie- hug " and "sh immy" to per- evening, so Claude and I attended the concert. Helen was reading when we entered,
fection.
After dancing all even ing, I sta rted for and was certai nly entertaining, and drawmy hotel. The old familiar song: "Put your ing much applause. I wanted to see her
penny, etc.", appealed to me. I crossed after the performance, but my "Brookie"
told me that there were too many stagethe street, put my "penny" on the drum,
and recognized, as the main spokesma n, door "waiters "
After leaving the building, I bought a
Lyman Kofford! I invited him to my hotel,
newspaper. I was not prepared for a shock,
and spent the evening with him.
The next day I went to New York. It and the large headlin es quite took my
Routed - General
was necessary that I write a business lett er breath: "The Enemy
to my partner, so I was on the lookout for Gunderson Wins Smashing Victory!"
Good night! I quit!
a public stenograp her. Seeing a sign, I enDECIDED

to take a trip around the country,

at Price . On my way to the deJIstarting
I was struck on the head with a brick,
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years z'n Carbon Hzglz,
(}lad!y I'd spend my life;
"But I faz'n must leave the sclzool I love
u'!nd meet the world's joy and strife.
Q71lyfour years, a11dsuclz brz'if years,
Crowded wz'thjoys eaclz day,
Wz'th no'l.vand then some lz'ttle grz'if
That bright er may seem the ray
Of sunshz'ne that flooded my school-day path,
u'!nd now I must bz'd all good-bye,
u'!nd say adz"euto my old schoolfrz'ends,
u'!nd dear old Carbon High.
C.

J.,'21
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EARLL.

HILL~

lDA

11..ALPH MIGLIACC IO

ROf>ll'ISON

l"\ONE:TA

6ESS

1£. LUND~UIS

JOHN

BONAC

T

CI

.SHINE.R.

MARIE.

/\!ETTIE.

DAVIS

POTTER..
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Junior Class Roll
NAME
lvA
LEONARD
Lucy
CHARLOTTE
JOHN B.
MEREDITH
SPENCER
GLADYS
JOHN E.
BLANCHE
JosEPH

"Patsy "
"Mac"
"Lucy"
"Charlotte"
"Plain 'John"
"Radish"
"Pep"
"Mose lvloss
"Rube"
"Blanche"
"Dode"

JoA
RALPH
NETT:.c

"Ida"
"Baluchi" . etc.
" J\Tet"
"l!ills"
"Bc:.)s.,
"Marie"
"Fitz"
"Shiner"
"Bean"
"Venice"
"Louise"
"Jo"
"Ruth"

EA "c<.
!.

BESSIE
lARlE
THOMAS F.
MoNETA
HORACE
VENICE
LOUISE
JOSEPHINE
RuTH

HOBBY

NICKNAME

))

I

I

Dude
Blushing
Shorthand
Sam e as Lucy's
\'ilia in
Basketball
Fussing Liz
\'amping
Serenading
Dancing
Boo st ing A th le tic s
"Getting 'em all"
Grinning
Googoo eyes
Pop-Overs
Kidding G. J. R.
Keeping quiet
Faculty banquets
Teasing Mose Moss
Kate
Warbling
Dreaming about Prom
Dan cing

AMB!TION

BY-WORD

"Ou, la, la
"Oh, Heck!"
" \\There's Charlotte?"
"Oh, Gee!"
"Oh, Lord!"
"Gosh!"
"It is not-"
Slang
? ?? I!!
"You got me!"
"Don't you love me,
I Hon ey?"
"Oh 1 "
To look weet
"Ready-Play"
To play "Sally Trombone"
"I don't know"
To flirt
"I should say not"
To get a girl
"Dear 1ne~"
To cook
"I '11 tell the world!"
To become an interpr eter
"Ha! Ha! Ha!"
Minu s
"Oh! Bes s "
Too many to tell
"Mistake"
To step high
To m ee t Kate at the corner
"Absolutely"
"Heavens"
To be a Melba
"Oh Helen! "
To get thin
"Golly"
Toe-dan cer

Play tennis
To be an artist
Same as Charlotte's
To be a Stenog.
To be a great man
To solo at "sluff"
To jazz
To"getby"
To be a gallant
Art
To tar in basketball

DESTINY
Sunnyside
Rome
Old Maid
Old Maid
Bright Light s
Price
Spelling Class
Diamond Ring
Stationary Cent er
Hall of Fame
State Tournament
American Beauty
Bo ston Symphon) '
Tiffany' s
Rhod~' s Scholarship
The Kitch en
Cabaret
Nowhere
Home, Swe et [·fome
Barefoot trail
The Dance Hall
Co smopolitan Opera House
Park Dal e
Th e Stage

~!...._

______

_
:....._
________
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DETECTIVE: l can find anything
h ard enough.

if I look

DEFECTIVE: You certainly look hard enough .
- Ex.
Can we hold a show in your opera house?
No! Because in the fi.rst place the opera
hous e is full of hay, and in the second
place there is no opera house in the first
place.
MosE: Whence the black eye, old thing?
MACK: Oh, I went to a dance last night and
was struck by the beauty of the place.

"W h at a sp lendid fit," said the tailor as
they carried the epileptic out of the shop.
HELEN: l see here where a man married a
woman for money. You wouldn't marry
me for money, would you?
CLAUDE:Why no, I wouldn't marry
for all the money in the world.
FoR SALE: Bull dog; will eat
very fond of children.

you

anything;

FoR SALE: A mail phaeton, the property of
a woman with a movable headpiece as
good as new. - Apply to Miss Ruben.

PIKE:What is that rasping noise in the office?

HE: Did your watch stop when you dropped
it on the floor last night?

PEAK: Oh, I guess somebody's filing a complaint. - PuNcH.

HIM: Sure. Did
through.

you

think

it would

go

-------~-·
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Sophomore Notes
P""[f'\HESOPHOMORES,class of "23", close
1l this year with an enviable record. At
the beginning of the school year we put our
number "23" on the cracked ledge, but
other cl asses wanted theirs there too, and
we had difficulty in keeping our number in
its place, but it still remains.
Our boys played football and basketball,
and were winners in the majority of games
played How could they do else, when they
had the support of a class like ours?
Many Soph parties have been enjoyed
by all those who attended them. Among
these was a successful skating party, where
skating was enjoyed for two hours; then a
hot supper at the High School followed.
The program that we gave in Assembly
will long be remembered as one of the best
ever given. The class was well organized,
having for its president an industrious,
intelligent member, Albert Kay. He showed
great interest in the class from the beginning,
and all through the year he has worked hard
and consistently, and for the best interests
of the class. Theora Snow, as vice president,
was likewise always working for her class.
Drewie Christensen,
our secretary and

treasurer, showed his ability in handling
the cash whenever the class was fortunate
enough to have any in its coffers. Louis
Kay, our athletic manager, proved to be
the right one for the position - he was so
active and interested as the results of his
work will show. Amy Crawford, the girls'
athletic manager, also did her best for the
girls. Stanley Young, our debating manager,
who is right there when it comes to proving
his side of the question, with Theora Snow,
who delights in an argument, represented
us in debating affairs. To be sure that nothing we did should go without notice, we
elected Orilla Jones to be Carbon reporter,
and she has not failed us.
During the year the Sophomores have
been loyal and true to the class colors,
White and Maroon, and have all put forth
their best efforts to promote the welfare of
the class. As the commencement of the
school approaches, we feel pleased with
our record, and with the beginning of the
new school year we shall profit by any mistakes we have made in the past, and endeavor to make our Junior year more successful even than this one has been.
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Freshmen Epistle

,
:-4

r:./fn O_pen.(Jtter to the School
DEAR

ST UDENTS

:

Green ! Gr een ! Green!
Honestly we've heard green so much that we wonder why people talk so
much about it, unl ess t hey' re green with envy.
Yes, that' s it! Vve're sorry th at you feel that way, but we simpl y could n 't
help it. \iVith such a force of students, fine officers, class spirit and "pep",
we could not fail to be a model F reshm an class . You know" temperament"
will out. vVe were thefint to give a program; we had parties until we were
all tired (a nd prob ably yo u were too ); we took an imp ortant part as well in
the Hallowe en program. \Y e could tell you so many more t hin gs that it
would fill the annual, but yoLt al l know t hem, and a model Fres hman cla ss
should be m odest.
But what we want partirnlarly to let you know is that we're not going
to deteriorate . The um mer vacation with its warmth and su nshin e will develop our nati ve hu e to suc h a marvelous degree th at when we retur n to yo u
next autumn, yo u'll find us anot her sh ade-a rip er, more mature one.
Farewell, and good lu ck to all.
Yours truly,

!
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Eighth Grade
§ ENIORS, 'Juniors, Sophomores, Freshmen; lend me your ears,
I come to praise the Eighth Grade (because they need it);
You all know how we have been looked down upon;
You all have said how hopelessly ignorant we were,
And that we did naught but stand with gaping mouths.
If such, then, be your opinion, well, let it be,
B ut we do boldly assert that we are ambitious,
Ambi tious in that we aspire to rank of Seniors,
Though many years separate us from this goal;
I s it not noble that we should wish to be like you?
R ight"manfully shall we follow in your footsteps .
And now Farewell, a sad Farewell to you all,
Good-bye until again · we meet in old Carbon Halls,
No longer then Eighth Graders but noble Freshmen,
Even though we be only "Knights and Ladies of the Green".

(l ass OJficers
~

President
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
Reporter
. Class Advisor

SAM VECCHIO
MARCEL

JEANSELME

FLO R ENCE
ELAINE
Miss

B UTTERWORTH

PRINCE
CLARK

.
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Seventh Grade
(lass Officers
. President
Vice President
Secretary and Treasurer
Class Reporter
. Class Advisor
Class Yell Mast er
Assis tant Yell Master

HERBERT MILLBUR
CECIL HILLS
LAVELL AUSTIN
ELLA DOWNARD
Miss FA usETT
FERRIL ROBEY
LucILE Moss

Class Colors: GoLD AND BROWN

TH

E FACT that

we are just

Sevent h

11 Graders mak e us none the less alive.
Our "ge t-acqu ainted " party held on Wood
Hill by the light of an imm ense bonfire,
set us off right for th e year, and we h ave
been going at a liv ely pace ever since;
sometimes, indeed, too fast for Miss Fausett.
At the dance in t he Gym last fall we certainl y had a good time, and shall not soon
forget it.

T hough parties are our specialty, t hey
are not our only successes. The class h as
aimed for good scholar ship, and liv e st ud ent
activ ity, and has enthu sia st ica lly supp orted
everyt hin g t h at wou ld foster these along.
We believe that in our class we possess
material of suc h a nature that before we
graduate old Carbon will h ave every reason
to be proud of us.

So here's to the Class of '26. 1
You'll never find us in a.fix.
ff/e'll ever be true to the ff/hite and Blue,
./ind show you all what we can do.

________
~~--------=11lo:::.:..!T..!..H!.!E:....:::C:!..A:.:.R.:.::B~O~N;.:....,:°'Ja;:,....

Jokes
t I
I I

11

II

' .,I

What is the difference between a
hungry man and a glutton?

TuFF:

One longs to eat, and the other
eats too long .

FAMINE:

USE YOUR HEAD
A woodpecker pecks
Out a great many specks
Of sawdust
When building a hut.
He works like a nigger
To make the hole biggerHe's sore if his cutter won't cut.
He don't bother with plans
Of cheap artisans.
But there's one thing
Can rightly be said;
The hole excavation
Has this explanation:
He builds it
By
Using
His
Head.

- Ex.

CAN YOU ANSWER?
Where can a man buy a cap for his knee,
Or a key to the lock of his hair?
Can his eyes be called an academy
Because there are pupils there?
In the crown of his head
What gems are found?
Who travels the bridge of his nose?
Can he use, when shingling the roof of his house,
The nails on the ends of his toes?
Can the crook of his elbow be sent to jail?
If so, what did he do?
How does he sharpen his shoulder blades?
I'll be hanged if I know, do you!
Can he sit in the shade of the palm of his hand?
Or beat on the drum of his ear?
Does the calf on his leg eat the corn on his toes?
If so, why not grow corn on the ear?

_
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P""frI
ME dims the memory of the many jo yful ex-

11 periences that contribute to the plea sure of High
School life. Knowing thi s, the staff has attempted to
make this Annual a true reflecti on of tho se experiiences. The crises are bound to stay in our memory,
for they have made indelible impressions there, but
th ose little ever y-day happenings, perhaps of slight
importance
but intere sting withal, are apt to be
erased.
~We have tried, therefore, to give them a place
here, &o that in future ye ars the y ma y be a source of
joy and sweet memory to tho se who care to read thi s
record of their scho ol days.
~You who read this Annual are our judges, and it is
our earnest hope that your verdict will be a favorable one.
~To those who contributed toward the success of
this production we offer our sincere thanks; may you,
too, receive much pleasure from this work in which
you have so generously assisted.

~
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Stud ent Bod y C0uncil
Standing, left lo rig/,t
BURN,

-

MARIE

JO SE PH FORRESTER,

Si/ling, left lo rig/11- LrnN

D AVIS,

MACK

0LSEK,

EL I ZABET H HAM EL,

C1 .A RJSSA J oNES,

P1·esidenl; J OHN

Js ANSE LM E, [DA R OBIN SON,

EARL

GLEN

S1MMO NS ,

BO NACC I, THEORA

HILL S, MON ETA SH I NER,
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Aduisor;
SNow,

H ERBERT

MI LL-

l vA FAU SE TT.

SAM VECC HI O .
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ANDERSON

HARMON

HORSLEY

MGR, FORRESTER

COACH SIMMONS

FITZGERALD

SUMNER

CAPTAIN

WIL

ON

:_ _________
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Boys' Athletics
has been a successful
of athletics.
The football season was rather short as no
competition could be secured from outside
schools, without going int<?_ Utah or Sanpete Counties; and this, because of the expense, was almost impossible. The school,
however, had some inter-class games. The
most interesting one was that in which the
Junior-Freshmen classes were pitted against
the Senior-Sophomore classes. The game
resulted in a victory for the former combination. On the whole the boys showed good
form considering their experience; and from
the material we are sure a good team could
be picked to represent the school.
In basketball the outlook was anything
but bright at the beginning of the season.
Wilson was the only regular from the year
before to register, and it looked like Carbon
was to have a poor line-up. However, the
boys showed their "pep" by crowding the
Gym every night after the call for basketball men went out. With plenty of green
material it became a job for the Coach to
determine which were the best men for the
position. The boys improved rapidly and
were soon playing a good brand of ball.

P""frHE

YEAR

1920-21

11 one from the standpoint

Horsley and Sumner played the greater
part of the season at the forward positions,
and considering their experience played a
good game. These boys are Sophomores and
should be experienced players by another
season. Wilson proved to be the best center
seen in action on the local floor, and gives
promise of becoming even better in the
future. Fitzgerald and Anderson took good
care of the defensive with Fitz playing the
floor, and scoring in every game, and Anderson proving a stone wall at stationary
guard. Forrester, Harmon and Evans were
with the team and were in some of the
games. These three gave Carbon a strong
secondary line-up, which could be injected
into the game without materially weakening
the team.
All these men will return next year,
and they, with the promising material to
be found in Demmans, Kay, Potts, Hanson, Wakely and others ought to bring
Carbon a state championship.
Carbon feels proud of the boys who have
made such a "rep"
in the basketball
world, and we feel sure that they will "carry
on" to the coveted state championship in
another year.

~"---------_.:~:...:......:T..:..H.:..!E=-....:::C:.:..A:..:.R~B::..::O::...::N:..!-..:~~---------

Girls' Athletics
1~.T EVER

BEFORE

have the gir ls show n as

1 ~ much ent hu siasm in at hl etics. Thanks
to Miss Ruben, who has never allowed the
interest to die down, and with her suggestions for parties, hik es, and various ot her
amusements, this year has been made · one
of the best.
They have never played basketball with
an out-of-town team yet, but with "M idge",
"Rut h ", and ot hers, we would no doubt
ha ve a winning team. Fo r some reason the
Greens and Reds never played the last
basketb all game of the series.

But wait - basket ball isn't all. We are
alre ady practising baseball, running and
jumping, for we expect to leave Huntington in the dust at the Track Meet this
spri ng.
The girls are now working on a Spring
Pageant, and it's going to be good. Watch
for it!
The girls cert ainl y dese rve credit for
the sp lendid sp irit th ey h ave shown through out the year.
Congratulations, girls!

~!-,.

________
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Girls' Glee Club
comes with "putting things
lL over with a zip!" That's why the Girls'
Glee Club is popular. Their popularity began last October when they were asked to
sing campaign songs during the presidential election. As soon as the "ice was broken", and the people learned of their abi lit y
to sing, constant': demands were made for
their services .
The first out-of-town trip was one taken
to Helper. Here they sang campaign songs
which were received with great applause.
They evidently pleased the people in the
neighboring town so well that within a few
weeks they were invited back to give a concert at a meeting of the Parent-Teachers'
Association.
1fD OPULARITY

Another . out-of-town trip was made to
Sunnyside for a similar purpose. While on
the way the rear wheel of the car came off,
and the singers were forced to walk the remainder of the way. It was a cold night and
most of the girls were wearing new shoes.
Despite these adverse mishaps the gir ls
proceeded with their entertainment, which
was well received.
On March 14 the Glee Club gave a concert in the Eko Theatre. The girls tried
hard to make it a success, and their efforts
were crowned by success . The entire program was enjoyed by all present .
The Girls' Glee Club has put a great
deal of life and school spirit in to the s tu dent
body, and is one of Carbon's greatest assets.
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Dramatics
"The ~se o' Plymouth Town"
BoB, did you see the comedy given
by Miss Fausett's Dramatic Club?"
"You didn't? Then you most certainly
missed a most splendid entertainment;
I
shall sure! y have to tell you about it. "
Miss Fausett, teacher of Oral Expression, with her insiste nt demands that we
"get down to business", was always "on
the spot" . You bett<tr believe me she made
things hot for us whenever we were late for
rehearsal.
As for the actors - do you know Ann
Plautz? There she goes by in the hall with
her new Dutch cut. Can't you picture her
as a vivacious little Hugenot maid exiled
among the saintly Pilgrims at Plymouth!
Well, she made a splendid little leading lad y
and quite won the plaudits of the house.

§

AY

Helen MacKnight - l'm sure you know
her - well, she took the part of the sedate
Miriam, and formed a striking contrast to
the tempestuous Rose.
There goes Theora Snow, no doubt
looking for debaters; J sec she has recovered
from her rheumatic
limp. We'll surely
n ever forget her as she hobbled about in
the guise of good Aunt Resolute, and made
in sinuating remarks about "that"
John
Margeson.
Listen, ca n yo u imagine John Bonacci
a dyed-in-the-wool villain? Well he was, and
did it to perfection. He certainly was not
out of his element in that role!
Really, could you imagine that tall,
dark, reserved boy, Ches Gunderson, cutting capers in a Pilgrim household? He

-·o~{ 55 }£~0--
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certainly knew how to end a sword due l, eve n
if he did get hurt him self. You bet he's versat ile. In the love-sce nes he sur ely made
some of the fellows in the audience who
thought they knew the game, sit up and
take notice.
See that Senior, already sm iling as he
thinks he sees the prized diploma in hi s
hand? Th at's Monroe Hixson, th e yo un g
dared evil, Garret Foster, wh o, although
bani shed from the colony, knew the proper
moment to put in his appearance, and how

_

to win the heart of the Rose o'P lymouth.
Do yo u want to know abo ut the rest of
the cast? Eve r yone thought Iva Fausett
and her sp inning-wheel made a pretty picture of Puritan days. And Steve Lauris that hu sky, dark chap with the deep bass
voice, and an idea l Miles Standish, Captain
of Pl ymouth.
The entir e audi ence was pleased, and
everyone was com plim ent ed highly - and
even the skept ics sa id that there were no
apo logies to offer.

3
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Society
lT OOKING

BACK

over this year we all agree

Ji...Jthat socially it has eclipsed all bygone

years; that this, indeed, has been a season
filled with good times and successful frolics.
The first three prominent affairs were
the Halloween, Thanksgiving and Christmas dances.
The Halloween decorations were both
original and artistic; the colors of black and
orange were used most effectively, and these
combined with the rich autumn foliage
made the Gym an admirable setting for the
evening's festivities.
The Thanksgiving event marked the
second success, the dance being given by
the Girls' Home Economics Club; the color
scheme in which red predominated, gave a
warm glow to the old Gym.
The Christmas dance was in the nature
of a farewell to out-of-town students.
Christmas colors of red and green were
carried out in the decorations, and this affair was also under the auspices of the Home
Economics Club.
The High School Orchestra has done ·
excellent work in furnishing the music for
these delightful occasions; also playing every night for the dances given after the
basketball games.
One evening a jolly crowd of joy-makers
sat around a camp-fire on Wood Hill toasting marshmallows, roasting "wienies", and
eating to their hearts' content. The Sophs
reported the "hike" as one not to be forgotten. Two splendid dancing parties were
also enjoyed by this class.

Another novel factor of the school's
social life is the J.F.F. Club. They have
given a skating party and two dancing
parties. Miss Theora Snow also entertained
at her home. The evening was spent in cardplaying.
The first real affair of the New Year was
the Valen tine Party, followed by the Junior Prom, and Senior Hop, and these, intermingled with the ever-popular Gym and
Soph parties. Dainty re freshmen ts were
served by the Domestic Department on
these occasions.
Miss Zella Fausett entertained at dinner the cast of "The Rose o' Plymouth
Town", and we shall never forget the charm
of those savory dishes, nor the succeeding
toasts and the delightful music and songs
which followed.
Oh the Prom! The most glorious dance of
the season! It was given at the City Pavilion. The wonderful decorations, the beautiful dresses, the happy faces of schoolmates, the delicious punch, the glassy
smoothness of the floor, the beauty of the
hall under the soft Japanese colors and subdued lights, and the soft strains of music,
all combined to make this the gala event of
the school year.
No amount of future happiness and success can dim the pleasant memories of the
last social functions of the school yearthe Senior Hop and the Commencement
exercises, nor shall we soon forget them.

-··~ 60 },Jf•·-
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Alumni
Class of Nineteen-twentyone! Welcome to the ranks of th e Alumni Association of the Carbon County
High School. We know that after Sllccessfolly completing the course prescribed by
the high sc hool you are capable of taking
your places in our midst, to help maintain
the high standing that the graduates of
previous years have gained and maintained
in their respective communities. That your
welcome will be a warm one will be shown
by the spirit which will be manifested at
the Annual Banquet at which the proper
initiation will take place.
The Alumni Association of the Carbon
County High School is just in its infancy,
the Association being organized in 1919.
As the yea rs pass and the school continues
growing, our number will increase accordingly, and as eac h year passes,
the
strength of our organization wi II increase,
and we shall be able to accomplish more for
the good of our Alma Mater. After all, that
is the greatest part of the work of our organization - to stimulate interest in student

W

ELCOME,

body act1v1t1es, by taking a leading part
in securing the aid and cooperation of the
people of the community, and as well to
keep a r ecord of the graduates of the sc ho ol
and to watch their respective successes
in life, and compare them with graduates
of other schoo ls. And la st, but not least, it
shou ld be our aim to renew eac h year the
friend ship s formed while attending sc hoo l,
and rev ive a littl e of the old -time schoo l
spirit. This gat her ing also makes it possible
to form the acquaintance of t he new member s of the association.
Come on, fellow Alumni, let's boost for
a bigger and better Carbon County High
School. Tn our respective commun itie s we
are able to do much if we only will; let's
try to build up a school in which our pride
will ju st ly in crease each year as we see it s
success, and know that in our sma ll way we
have aided in bringing it about.
Yours for our Alma Mater,

-··~{ 6 I }!J:•·-

GLENN

N.

NELSON,

Secretary.
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STAFF
HUGHIE.

0\Q IJTE: NH . /11

BLANCH E L E.E

IVA FAUJ

E.TT

DRE.WI!:. C/-\QISTE.NSE.N

C.LAA. ISSA JONE.(

JO H N SONAC.Ct

E.AAI. HILLJ

MONE.TA J/-\IN E.R.

E.LLA

DOWNA!>.D

CHE..fLE.Y GUNDEASON
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Dormitory
P"J"rHRE E YEARS

AGO

the Trustees

of the

Ji Board of Education worked out a plan
by which the boys and girls in Carbon Coui1ty would ha ve the opportunity of attending
the Carbon County High School.
Never, for an instant, did the plan
seem doubtful. The first year, twenty-two
students and six adults enjo yed life at the
Dormitories. Sunnyside, Hiawatha,
Wellington, Helper, Castle Gate and Kenilworth were all represen te'Cl.
, At the close of
the third year it was found that three Seniors had graduated, one, Glenn Nelson,
having carried off the class hon ors .
The second year was still more promising. News of Carbon's Dormitory had spread
over the county, bringing thirty-five students from their various homes to live together in this unique way. Prominent educators from the East, in fact, from all educational centers began to study the Carbon
Dormitory plan, and were uniformly favorably impressed. We are proud of it- not
only because it is the only one of its kind
in Utah, but as well becau se it stands for
many fine things. At the end of the second
year four dormitory Seniors received their
graduation diplomas, and they were no
doubt better prepared for life's work for
having lived at the Dormitory. Florence

~

Record
Good, who carried off the honors in the
graduating class, has set a splendid example
for other students.
The third year rolled along - the biggest
and best in Dormitory history. Fifty-fo ur
students representing the different camps
registered at the Dormitory. The Board,
foreseeing that more room was needed, had
begun work in the summer, and by September two neat cottages were in shape for occupancy, and t he dining-room had been enlarged to twice its former size. \Vhat a year
this has been! Full to the utmost! Many
ha ve been its pleasures - baseball, tennis,
snowballing, and skating,
Under the capab le supervision of Miss
Turner, Dean of Dormitories, the work has
been carried forward, growing eac h year,
and every year better than the last.
Everything is run by definite regulations.
Cooperation is a big thing in Dormitory
life; every one is held to a certain mark or
standard, because we aim to have no laggards in the Dormitory.
Life in the Dormitory means much to
a st ud ent. \i\lith what fond memories we
shall look back in our after life to the good
old days passed so pleasantly in the Dormitories of Carbon High.
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Exchanges
E ARE SORRY, for a number of reasons, that vacation ha s come. Not
the least of t h ese is the fact that we s h all receive n o more exc hanges
for a few mont h s . You h ave no doubt wondered why yo u ha ve r ece ived
but a numb er of o bstacles h ave stood in
but o ne copy of the "Carbon";
our way, to say nothing of an epidemic of sma llp ox . However, we hope you
umber, a nd that yo u will get greater enjoyhav e e njoyed our one Tardy
ment from our ANNUAL. Our only h ope is that ne xt yea r we shall receive
t h ese same exc h a n ges , with more added . THE CARBON exte nds its greetings
to its Exwith thanks the following contributions
to, and acknowledges
change department:

W

MEDFORD HI TIMES
THE JO URNAL
ORANGE AND BLACK
STUDENT LIFE
X- R AY (Ind.)
X-RAY (Ca lif. )
VVHITE AND BLUE
SPOKESMA
TRI ADELPHIAN
UTAH CHRONICLE
HI GH SCHOOL LIFE
THE PROVO IAN
CREIGHTON COURIER
THE FLASHLIGHT
OUTCROPPINGS
A .H. S. WHJRLWIND
P.E.P.
T.H .S . ORACLE
EVENING SCHOOL VOICE

_
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Exchange Wit
VIRTUE

OF THE

MuLE

Little drops of wisdom,
Littl e grains of sense,
Make the Senior wiser,
tf 'ho once was very dense.

The mu.le is patient,jond of work,
His virtues will bear sifting;
Besides, the business end of him
Is always so uplifting.

How
By
By
By
By
By
By
By
By
By
By

her
her
her
her
her
her
her
her
her
her

TO TELL

AN AMERICAN

LADY

Chinese coolie hat.
Japanese servants.
Swiss watch.
French heels.
Brussels carpet.
Irish lace.
Italian earrings.
Esquimo furs.
Hawaiian ukelele.
English accent.

High school classes all remind us
We can make our li ves sublime
Just by starting long discussions
To exhaust the teacher's time.

Tliere was a little Prof;
At his class he used to scoff,
And his jokes were mad e of lead, lead,
lead.
And lie'd pour them forth m masse,
Till this most unhappy class
Used to wish with all their heart tl,at
he were dead, dead, dead.
- Ex.
An innocent poodle got rash;
Through a lunch room he boldly did dash;
But the _first thing he knew
He was right in the stew,
And the next day came out in the hash.

_

_________
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Calendar
SEPTEMBER13: The grind commences.
SEPTEMBER17: Freshman Class is organized.
SEPTEMBER22: Slats is elected Cheer Leader.
Nine 'rahs for Hartin.
Sophomore and Junior
SEPTEMBER24:
classes organized. Mr. Reeves goes to Ogden.
SEPTEMBER28: Letters were recived from our
students in the army and navy.
SEPTEMBER29: A slight disturbance 1s apparent among the underclassmen, '24 vs.
' 23 for supremacy on Wood Hill.
OcTOBER3: The Sophomores have a party in
the Gym.
OcTOBER 18: We are addressed by a noted
speaker, Senator King. Mr . Reeves brings
his family to Price.
OcTOBER l 9: Juniors furnish program, "Singing and Swinging". Also a monkey from the
Zoo.

Afr f?uves

OCTOBER24: Senator Smoot of Utah is welcomed to the Carbon High School. His
talk was interesting and instructive.
were
OcTOBER30: Extensive preparations
made for the big Halloween party which
was given at the High School tonight. A
large number of students and parents were
entertained .
NovEMBER 4: J.F.F. Club organized.
hot dog sale today .
NovEMBER 6:Junior
kick.

party.

Punch

Big

with

a
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Calen dar
DECEMBER 4:
slang.

Students

start

canning

t he

DECEMBER rn:
tudents
quit can ning t he
slang. Blue and \Vhite goes to Huntington
and comes home with the long encl of t he
score.

NCV.

(;,

TD

?

DECEMBER 17: Carbon
weeps.

v1s1ts F.S.A.

Carbon

DECEMBER 22 : Hu n tington beats return game
wit h Carbo n . L izz ie helps th e Fres h ies
furnish the C h ristmas program . Hughie
Chri tenson and J oh n Fitzgera ld receive
t he awards for t he News-Advocate
conte t.
J ANUARY7: Close game between Ca r bo n and
Eme ry .
J ANUARY12: Fres h men and
h ave tie basketba ll game.

op homo re girls

J A ARY 14 : Subs make good aga inst Ferron
in t h e first league game of t he season.
J A UARY 19 : January
comes out.

JQ.n . 19

number of t he Carbon

JANUARY 20: Sop h omores se ll hot dogs.
J ANUARY21 : 36 to 24, Carbo n on top .
J ANUARY26 : R eds wa llop Greens.
J ANUARY27 : Jun ior h ot dog sale and dance.

________ .;~..;;__
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Calendar
JANUARY 28 : Carbon
mu sic of the band.
FEBRUARY 2: J.F.F.

beats

to the

Emery

•
candy sa le.

holds Carbon to
FEBRUARY 4: Huntington
loses their tie in five
a tie. Huntington
minutes.
FEBRUARY 1 l : Ferron forfeits all her games on
account o f quarantine.
FEBRUARY 15: What's
Seniors?

the matter

with

FEBRUARY 18: Emery gets worried
beating Carbon on their floor.

the

about

FEBRUARY 23 : Carbon beats Emery at Hunt ingt o n, t hereby winning the champions hip
of this section. Give a little credit to the
band.
FEBRUARY 25 : Team leaves for Vernal.
FEBRUARY 26 : Team returns.
MARCH 5: Juni or hi ve begins to hum . Won der why.
MARCH 9 : Staff working on A nnual.
MARCH

IO :

MARCH

l

Baseball

schedule

arra nged .

5: Que s tion mark s appear.

MARCH 22; Carbon goes to press.

_

_______
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Try to Imagine
Miss COLLET ar1d MR. ANDERSONplaying see-saw.
Miss CLARKE slapping MR. REEVES.
MR. McMuLLIN on roller skates.
Miss MALLANEY and MR. FERGUSON running the 220 -y ard dash.
MR. REEVES with his head shaved.
Miss FAUSETT in short dresses.
MR. LosEE raising a family.
MR. OLSEN selling peanuts.
MR. HARTIN in a track suit.
Miss RuBEN singing in the church choir.
MR. PALMER doing the shimmie.
MR. SIMMONSwith a mustache.
MR. HENDRICKS at a Pink Tea.
MR . HIGGINS with a bald head.
MR. WooDWARD milking the cow.
JoHN BONACCIin an evening suit.
BERNICE PEACOCK as Queen of the Carnival.
The editor running a beauty parlor.
EARL HILLS taking a girl to the Prom.
loA RoBINSON without Sam.
DoDE FORRESTER passing a pretty girl.
DREWIE CHRISTENSEN selling newspapers.
BEAN WILSON with the rheumatism.
RALPH MIGLIACCIO with his mug shut.
MACK OLSEN as janitor.
STUB teaching geometry.

···~ 75 }!le-·-
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What We Would Like to See
NETTIE PoTTER when she wasn't fussing a boy.
MR. OLSEN without the twins.
Faculty members with something to do.
CHES GuNDERSON in short trousers.
ToM FITZGERALDfussing a girl.
CLARISSAriding a camel.
REID HARMON wearing shell-rimmed spectacles.
MoNETA as a militant suffragette.
BESSIE LUNDQUIST vamping.
JOSEPHINE OLSEN with her commercial arithmetic.
GLADYS Moss without an excuse.
MEREDITH WAKELY as a Mack Sennet star.
HARTIN and Miss COLLET in a three-legged race.
LILLIAN J OHNSTUNfollowing in the footsteps of Theda
SLATS Fns with the lockjaw.

Bara.

______
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THE NEWS-ADVOCATE
the Faculty and
Pupils of the Carbon County High
School on the excellent work done
during the past year. It has been a
pleasure to keep in touch with such
people and such an in stitution
ONGRATULATES

Those who are not taking advanHigh
County
tage of Carbon
School are missing a great oppor .
tuniry

THE LAWN LIZARD

A Freshman sat on the lawn
To ponder with the muses,
Upon the ways of wicked Sophs
And Faculty's abuses.
A strolling couple came that way,
Engulfed in matters mushy;
They too, sat down upon the lawn
And almost on the Freshie.
The couple didn't see the FroshThe reason's quickly seen:
The lawn just served as camouflage
The Freshman was so green.
RASTUS: Say, Sam, want to buy a mule?
SAM: What ails de mu le?
R ASTUS: Not hin '.
SAM: Den what yo u wanta sell him for?
RASTUS: Not hin '.
SAM: I'll take him. - Bovs' LIFE.

TOO TOO
SoPH: Did you see me give those girls a
wink?
MONROE: I gave two to two too.
TUFF: Hello Vince, I see you've got a shine.
What did it cost?
SUMNER: Why, fifteen cents.
T uFF : I suppose he would paint the whole
side of a barn for a quarter.

Some students go to school just for the walk,
Others go there to sit and talk.
Some girls go there,fascination.
Others go there, no inclination .
A few go there to sit and pos e,
Some go there to sleep and doze.
Many go there to slujf and shirk,
But veryfew go there to work.
LITTLE SLATSFITZ.
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Qua!t'ty Unexcelled

(apaci'ty 7,500 Tons 'Daily

UNITED ST A TES
FUEL COMPANY
~iners

and Shippers of

the Celebrated

KING~ HIAWATHA~ BLACKHAWK
and PANTHER
COALS

Mines Located at

HIAWATHA r MOHRLAND
and HEINER
UTAH

Sold by C. H.

STEVENSON

LUMBER

Co., Price, Utah

~
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NO unknown

or quality
quantity
when you buy merchandise at this store,
because you'll find here only standard
articles from reputable manufacturers
known throughout the land
such as:
WOOLTEX COATSAND SUITS
BURSON HOSIERY GODDARDHOSIERY
BUTTERICK PATTERNS
RICHMONDUNDERWEAR
GORDONHATS, ETC.

~

A.D.HADLEY
In London there was a smarty bloke
!Fho breakfasted on an artichoke;
For dinner his stuffin'
Was bloaters and muffin,
/1.ndj or supper he had only a hearty joke.
How long
BRIGHT STU DE (in Physiology):
cou ld I live without brains?
PROF. PALMER: That r emains to be seen.
BERNICE: I'm mad at Bean. He knows so
many naughty songs.
VENICE : Does he sing them to you?
BERNICE : No, the mean thing, he on ly
whistles the tunes.

In the scrimmage

poor little Dode had been
knocked down and tra mpled on.
back there!" shouted the benevo"Stand
lent coach. "Give him air, and hurr y up
with the brandy."
mind about the air," murmured
"Never
Dode in a faint voice.

(or. urCaz"n&Hz"ghSchool Sts.
Phone 235

PROF. ANDERSON: Yes; this time two years
ago I was a men ta! wreck, actually insane.
What do you suppose brought about this
big change in me?
PROF. McMuLLIN: What change?
YOU KNOW

IT

Sam's girls is tall and slender
My girl is fat and low.
Sam's girl wears silks and satins,
My girl wears calico.
Sam's girl is fast and speedy,
My girl is pure and good.
Do you think I'd swap my girl.for Sam's?
You know darned well I would.
A-cour ting went our you thful John,
But came back with a frown.
" There must be something wrong," he said,
"Her ribs run up and down."
-JU DGE

___________
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Why Tak! (hances?
tfl\ UR GOODS hav e been tested for
\\JI over thirty years and every articl e is guaranteed to give satisfaction.
We sell-Underwear,
ladies' and
men's sweaters, best leath er coats,
and cashmere and silk hos e.

Cache Knitting
Works
~
"THE

Utah
Carbon~otor
Company
DEALER S IN

BUICK

OLD RELIABLE"

J.

E. PALMER, A gent
LOGA ,UTAH
PRICE, UTAH

PROPRIETOR:Do you drink?
.
BEAN (app lying for a job): Thank yo u, Sir.
I'll have a small one.
MR. REEVES: And now, Mack, can yo u tell
us just what is raised in Mexico?
MACK: Aw, I know what you want me to
say, but ma told me I shouldn't talk that
way.
0RILLA: What is love like?
!RENE: Love is like a potato, it springs from
the eyes.
The Eskimo sleeps in his little bear skin
And keeps very warm, I am told.
Last night I slept in my little bare skin
And caught a.h.o. a cold.
- By a CARBON MAID.
Lucky Adam! His wife cost him only one
bone.

N ORTH

CARS
GMC TRUCKS
AUTOMOBILE
SUPPL IES

E J G H T H STREET

PRJCE,

UT A H

:\ DIRGE
Fare thee well, dear old Typ e Book;
Much of my life hast thou took.
Thou hast caused me much profanity in the
past,
But this is mv, seventv-second
lesson, and mv.
,
last.
For two long years hast thou been with me,
Two vears have If ought to conquer thee;
But ~ow quite happy shalt I be,
And sometimes veil:
Fare thee well(Fare thee well!! Fare thee
wel/!! ! 1
LITTLE SLATSFIT !'..
"I don't lik e your h eart action," said the
doctor applyin~ his ste~hoscope. '.' You ha,d
some trouble with Angma pectons, haven t
you. ? ))
"You're
partly right, doc," answered
George Anderson, sheepis hly, "only that
ain't her name"

________
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UR customers recom((]) mend us. They kzt,ow
of
the personal interest characterizing our banking service
Send us a ~w

u'lccount

~ank
<!tountp
<!tarbon
CASHIER
E. BUTTERWORTH,

FRIENDS:
ARE YOU INTERESTED

SCHOOLBOY HOWLERS
IN MUSH?

I am a Charter Member of the
W.O.W.
(Woers of Women)
Though rather sma ll, I have a most angelic
coun tenan ce and the lad ies of this vicinity
all agree that I am the cutest thing out.
Remember, fellows, it isn't brains that
count - it's beauty and fussiness that wins.
For proof look at me.
TEACHER: Now, Jay Robey, analyze this
sente nce: Mary milks the cow.
is
is the subject, "milks"
JAY: "Mary"
the predicate, and "cow" is a pronoun
because it sta nds for Mary.
TEACHER: Really! And why does the cow
stand for Mary?
JAY: Well, if the cow didn't stand for Mary,
she couldn't milk it.

"Pompeii was destroyed by an eruption
from the Vatican."
"The Gorgons were three sisters that
looked like women, only more horrible."
"Edward the Third would have been
King of France if his mother had been a
man. "
"Benjamin Franklin produced electricity
by rubbing cats backward."
"George Washington married Mary Curtis, and in due time became the father of his
country."
"A deacon is the lowest kind of Christian."
"The Prince of Wales is a large fish which
spouts vile substances."
"An index is where you look in the back
part of the book when you want to find
anything that is printed in the front of the
book."

___________
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Our 'f<!!,tes
for
Service cy{re Still
the Same
SMOOT-NIXON
LUMBER
COMPANY
BUILDING
HE A DQ UARTERS
PAINTS

AND

EASTERNUTAHTELEPHONECO.
PRICE, UTAH

WOOD STAINS

PHONE

122

PRICE,

UTAH

BLANCHE:I saw you driving yesterday with
a gentleman. He appeared to have only
one arm.
IDA: Oh, no; the other arm was around
somewhere.
MoNETA: vVhen is the soup lik ely to run
out of the saucepan?
Miss COLLETT:When there is a leek in it.
HUGHIE: Why are an artist's colors used in
painting like a piece of pork being sent
home for dinner?
STEVIE: It is a pigment for the palat e.
MALLANEY:What is it that has only a nose
left when an "eye" is put out.
CLARK: No sabe.
MALLANEY:Noise.
Once upon a time folks considered a dry
cellar a fine recommendation for a house.

MRS. WooDWARD: You looked awfully
foolish when you proposed to me.
MR. "\VooowARD: Well, I was.
The High School band was banging and
blaring forth when the scene on the stage
demanded soft, seemingly distant strains.
"Piano! Piano!" whispered the hero from
the stage.
"We ain't go no piano!" retorted Prof.
Woodward, the leader . "T his ain't no parlor orchestra."
And the noise went on .
MATTER

OF EDUCATION

WILLIE X. DouGHBOY: Papa, what is the
difference between a cootie and an ordinary bug?
X . Do uGHBOY: A cootie, my son, is one who
has had military training, while a bug is
merely a Home Guard.

~---------~_T_H_E_C...;;._A_R_B_;;;O_N_~
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believe in evo_lution111 our
ary methods
business, and you can
al ways obtain the approved designs in the
late st models and finishes

Sumner's
~ig Furniture
Store

_________

_

~erbice
SED have
]PLEAcustomers
continued their patronage for
many years because of individual tailoring serv ice that
combines quality and originality at prices that are
rea sonable

'of
i

~

Buy B elter Furnitur e and
You'r e Through Buying

PERSONA],
A young lady of elaborate means would
like to meet a handsome gentleman. I am
almost six feet ta ll and am dark comp'.exioned. [ have a ve ry lovable disposition and
am an exceedingly fine cook The gentleman
must not be bashful and I insist on hi s hav Write or send
intentions
ing matrimonial
photograph to Carbon County High in care
of the Domestic Science Department.
MARIE COLLETT.

I WILL TEACH ALL MAKES OF
THE ART OF PAR KOLOGY
A lso how to LE ARN TO HOLD HER- umbrella;
To LOOKINTO HER- lunc/i basket and
SLYLY STEALA- sandwich.
DooE FoRR _ESTER (S ay this real sweetly).
You tell 'em whisker, my side-burns.

& J,ills
j'Suckio
PRICE, UTAH

WILLIS: Say, Ches, what nation produces
the most marriages?
CHES: Search me
WILLIS: Why Fasci-nation of course.
The only claim some women have to
being matchless beauties is that they don't
carry matches.
MR . JOHN CROCKETT: I don't believe I
approve of these one-piece bathing suits.
STUB: Oh, l think a person should wear
somet hing.
Why do we believe that Shakespeare was
a broker?
Because no ot her man ever produced so
many stock quotations.
When is a woman most deformed?
When mending stockings, for her hands are
where her feet ought to be.
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Headquarters

mbe
(fliteJ eblelrp
cttompanp

Watch Repairi11g
equal to Factory
Work,

for
TIP TOP FLOUR
TURKEY-R E D FLOUR
SEMILINO: The Best Flour
in the World

GRAIN, HAY
& SEEDS

~
MODERN

EQUIPPED

OPTICAL

DEPARTMENT

EKO THEATRE

BUILD!

JG

SIMMONS:Was that a new girl I saw you with
yesterday?
VINCE: No, just the old one painted over.

~rice
<!Commission
([o.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

WoRK
Mrss MALLANEY: Hould on a bit wid ye,
constable, whoile I git me hat.
CONSTABLE:And it's fer givin' me the shlip
ye are! Just ye stay where ye are whoile
I git it fer ye.
WOODWARD:My wife is like George Washington. I don't believe she could tell a lie
to save her soul.
PALMER: You're lucky. Mine can tell a lie
the minute I get it out of my mouth.

A young lady of Baltimore
Was the same shape behind as before,
As no one knew where
To offer a chair
She had to sit down on the floor.

.furnish ed by

~. Jsopf~tubio

________
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"The Home of Good Eats"

eastern Utah Wholesaleand
%ail Company
PRICE, UTAH
844 MAIN STREET<&>

A Full Line of STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
VEGETABLESIN SEASON

~
FOR YOUR PROTECTIONOUR MEATIS U. S. INSPECTEDAND PASSED

'Buy for (ash and'Buy for .(sss

FIRST PROF: I watched a wonderful machine
at the shop this morning.
SECONDPROF: How does it work?
FIRST Prof: Well, by means of a pedal attachment, a fulcrumed lever converts a
vertical reciprocating motion into a circular movement. The principal part of
the machine is a huge disk that revolves
in a vertical plane. Power is applied
through the axis of the disk, and work is
done on the periphery, and the hardest
substance, by mere impact, may be reduced to any shape.
SECONDPROF: What is the wonderful machine?
FIRST PROF: A grindstone.
THE THEORY

OF EVOLUTION

Their eyes met,
·Their lips met,
Their fists met,
Their lawyers met.

HARRY RuMSEY: I see a folding drum for
orchestra musicians has been invented
that is extended to full size by hinged
ribs between the heads.
EUGENE HANSON: That sounds good to me.
H ARRY: What?
EuGENE: A drum you can shut up.
gushed Gladys at
"Oh, Mr. Hartin,"
the opera, "are you fond of this kind of
music?"
like most any kind of a noise."
"Ye-es-I
"Really, I consider you highly presumptuous in putting your arm about my waist!"
"But you don't mind, honestly, now do
you?"
"I certainly do, and I'll call papa if you
do not remove it in just one hour!"
REEVES: Why it's only six o'clock, I thought
I told you to come up after supper.
HARTIN: That's what I came up aftF.r.
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Benjamin's
Jewelry Company
We are now read y
to take care of your

:A0ds

Jewelry

~
BRING

HE HIGH SCHOOL
offers an adequate education to the youth ef
Carbon County ~ 'Gfe t,ricc
& ~abing~ jiank
<tl:ommcrcial
offers to them in their future
success the services ef an
efficient banking
institution

YOUR

SICK WATCHES

and

CLOCKS

TO US

Pille Repairing a Specz'alty

y

TWENTY

EARS

of unquestioned integrit y
and service

Make Our Store
rour Store
We cater especially to
the ScHooL Bovs and
in our DRESS
GIRLS
SHOES aJLdGYl\[NASIUM
SHOES

~be

~ank
,first J[lational
if~rice
A. W.

L. E.

Ho

R LEY,

WHITMORE,

President
Cashier

"A Pillar of Strength"

PRICE TRADING
THE

CO.

BUSY STORE

J\{j_,xtVoor to Post Ojjice
PRICE,

UTAH
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Purchase from a fresh
stock of Drugs
E have it, and a complete one at all times. Our
Toilet Goods Department is unlimited in size. We
have a complete line of Sundries, Fountain Pens, Eversharp Pencils, Eastman Kodaks and Photographic Supplies.

W

J<:!,epan enlargement of your best
negatives-7x1 I fifty cents each
MAIL ORDER
BUSINESS A
SPECIALTY

SCHRAMM-JOHNSON

DRUG

STORES

"The Never-Substitutors"

HARTIN: George, I wish you wouldn't
whistle at your work.
GEORGE: I wasn't working, Sir; only whistling.

A transmitter ha s been perfected whereby
t he human voice can be amplified one million times. If this news ever reaches the ears
of G. J. Reeves, Heaven help us.
SHOPPER: It's so h ard to find just what you
want.
CLERK: Yes, expecia lly when yo u don't know
what it is.
Run£: So you want to sell your piano? How
many octaves ha s it?
Boon: I don't know just how many - but
the durn thing is full of 'em!"

Mary had a_little bus;
It was the Henry kind.
And everywhere the front wheels went
The rear ones jazzed behind.-Ex

CO.

PRICE, UTAH

'Patronize Our
~dverttsers

t

:_ _________
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HE INDIVIDUAL who possesses initiation and selfaq,:'71~'1 assertion is far ahead of him who lacks these qualities, in the struggle for the realization of ideals.
'/l"'t.r.:-ilr.l.~~
Tms FACT is the principle upon which the founders of the J. C. PENNEY Co. organized what has
grown to a nation -wide institution .

wt~:z.i,. .. -..•

IN THIS RESPECT the J. C. PENNEY organizaticn
is similar to an educational institution.
To THE CLASS OF 1921 we extend our heartiest
congratulations;
to the lower classes, our <"nthusiastic encouragement;
and t o the Carbon County
High School in general we pledge our hearty cooperation and support.

The J.C.

PENNEY

CoMPA

Y

The KOZY
LUNCH ROOM
To appear well
dressed on every
occasion, wear a

Tlze (leanest and
:J,../j__,atest
Place in
Town ra,u-f/ways
open and always
ready to serve you

Grace Hat
GIVE
BESSIE KENNEDY

MILLINERY

[I NC ORPORATED]

US A TRIAL

CHILI, PIE
CAKES, LUNCHES and
SHORT ORDERS
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EVERYTHING
BUILDING

IN LUMBER

and

MATERIAL

SPECIAL

OIL RIG TIMBERS

-~,,·

-=

-~illt,.

:~)J/J"
-~\

Make Life Easiery--tET'S

make the wife's life longer, easier and happier by
a more convenient place to work and live
in. We are experts in planning these conveniences. Let us
help plan your improvements. It won't cost you a cent.

.J.-!.providing
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C.H. STEVENSON

LUMBER

"One pi'ece or a carload; z't's all tlze same to us"

PRICE,

CO.
UTAH

JTthe "Con. Wagon" carthat
UST

~wljneof

Bicycles
,uL[tROBINSON'S
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SHOP

A REMINDER

ry a comp lete stock of
General Hardware, Aluminum and Enamel Ware,
Leather Specialties, Cordon Gloves and Coats,
Guns and Ammunition.

C W.€30}(.Co.
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H E BOARD of EDUCATION

wish to call the attention
of
those into whose hands this volume of the CARBONmay fall, to the
efficient way in which the CARBONstaff
has co-operated
with the Board i,n
making
the Carbon
County
High
School the best possible for the stude·nts.
The excellence
of this volume is an
expression of the character of the
work done there

The School Offers Standard
(ourses in:
COLLEGE PREPARATORY
HOME ECONOMICS
MANUAL ARTS
COMMERCE
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Price
Steam Laundry
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Summer<0YUllinery
SCHOOL

HrGH

GIRLS

Our Hats are the BEST and
P1·ices are R1GHT

c CORG

HARVESTIN

MACHINERY-PARDIN

~west

for

tran sactio n ha s
been concluded that will interest
you became it concerns every
farmer in this locality.
It is thi s: From now on we will
h and le a full INTERNATIONAL

~

OREN-

PLows. You know these
names; your father and grandfather knew them before you
You take no chances when you
buy machinery sold by th e
DORF

FARMERS EXCHANGE
CO.
IMPLEMENT

&
ELITE MILLINERY COMPA 1y
INC'ORPORATFD

UTAH
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PRICE,
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John Scowcroft
&9 Sons Co.
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~oo~ebelt=.fflpton
~tage

The Home of
BLu E Pr E F ooD
PRODUCTS

Leaves Pric
HEADQUARTERS
CALL

8:oo a. m.

AT TAVERN
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INFORMATION
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T. J.

DR.

ANTON

w. GLENN

Dentist
9 TO 12 :30, 1 :30
Phone 246
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Attorney-At-Law

5
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BALLINGER

SANFORD

DR.

H.

5ILVAGNI
PRICE,

B.

CLAY

B UILDING

PRICE,

GoETZMANN
HENRY RUGGERI

Permanently Located Over Price

Attorney-At-Law

Commerc ial & Savings

Bank

5ILVAGNI

5ILVAGN I BUILDING

Physician and Surgeon

PRICE , UTAH

ABSTRACT

HAMMOND,

PRICE ,

PRICE,

UTAH

Co.

Proprietor

Real Estate, Fire Insurance and Bonds
SILVAGNI BUILDING

PRICE,

F. F. FISK, M. D.

M. D.

Physician and Surgeon

J. W.

BUILDING

UTAH

R. MAXWELL JoNES,

CARBON CouNTY

UTAH

UTAH

Dentist

PRICE,

UTAH

Attorney-At-Law

Dentist
M1u :s Bu1LDING
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NATURE'S

GRANDEUR

IN THE WONDERFUL
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CANYONS
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SUNSET

ON GRE AT SALT L AKE
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"Bright sunsets come and go
Tf/ithin this calm retreat;
TVhereferns and grasses grow,
Weave dainty carpets sweet,
And birds and bees in listless play
Here/lit thru the happy day."

Ar Lr SCOVILLE PRESS
SIGNE OF THE CHIMES
OGDEN~UTAH
~

AN INSTITUTION WHEREIN CRAFTS,
MANSHIP IS EMBODIED INTO THE
PRINTED PRODUCT,A LITERAL INTER,
PRETATION OF THAT SOMETHING
WHICH PLACES YOUR PRODUCT IN A
DISTINCTIVE CATEGORY,, CATERING
TO A DISCRIMINATING
CLIENTELE
OUR IMPRINT IS
YOUR ASSURANCE OF A CORRECT
COLLEGE ANNUAL

